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ABSTRACT


Supervisor ratings of job performance and objective sales performance were examined to better understand the causes of observed differences in performance ratings between Men and Women and Caucasians and African-Americans. Sex and race did not significantly predict subjective ratings of job performance. Ratee sex and race accounted for less than 2% of the variance in subjective ratings of ratee job performance. However, it was found that Women performed significantly lower than Men, but the difference disappeared when women comprised greater than 30% of the workforce, suggesting a real difference in performance. No tokenism effect was found for Women or racial minorities. Non-significant effects were found for the direct effects of race and sex, as well as sex congruency between rater and ratee.
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Supervisor ratings of job performance are the primary criteria for a number of personnel selection decisions (Arvey & Murphy, 1998; Lent, Aurbach, & Levin, 1971). Organizations typically use supervisor ratings as the criteria for decisions regarding employee terminations and promotions as well as identifying those employees in need of further training and development. The importance of supervisor ratings and their accuracy is readily apparent when considering the number of decisions organizations make based on the ratings. Given that supervisor ratings are subjective in nature, they may be particularly susceptible to rater bias. Critical to organizations is the ability to identify rater biases in performance evaluation procedures and correct any inaccuracies that exist. This is critical to organizations as such bias may result in legal ramifications or adverse impact. Discrimination regarding race and sex is of particular concern.

Previous research has shown that members of a particular race tend to rate members of their own race higher than members of other races (Kraiger & Ford, 1985). However, dependence on group mean differences to detect significant effects is severely limiting. The most common explanations for group differences in performance ratings have been either that true differences in performance exist between groups or rater bias is evident towards particular groups. Use of a single measure of performance does not allow an explanatory distinction between these two rationalizations. Additionally, use of the same
types of measures of performance may be unable to determine cause as well. For example, multiple subjective measures of performance (e.g. 360-degree feedback) are susceptible to the same concerns. As such, it is critical to examine multiple sources of performance using different methods of measurement.

Comparing subjective performance ratings with some metric of objective performance allows us to better assess the issue of potential bias in performance evaluation procedures, particularly supervisor ratings. Some jobs may lend themselves to such an assessment better than others, as objective measures are more readily available for certain jobs. For example, administrative positions where typing is essential to the job may readily allow for measurement of objective performance such as words typed per minute, calls answered per day, etc. Metrics such as calls taken per day, average handle time per call, or number of insufficiently answered calls (calls redirected to a supervisor) provide objective measures of job performance, assessed with relative ease.

Sales occupations provide an opportunity to measure objective financial performance as well as other potential metrics, such as sales efficiency (sales per day, week, month, etc.), sales quality (e.g. satisfaction of customers via maintained or severed customer-provider relationships), and magnitude of sales (e.g. sales per customer compared to total sales). Additionally, the objective measures of job performance for these sales positions directly link to the goals of the organization, profitability. The objective measures of performance for the other jobs previously mentioned would constitute measures of secondary organizational goals. For example, secondary organizational goals would include performance efficiency (e.g., words typed per minute,
average handle time per call) which would aim to support the primary goal of organizational profit.

Comparing subjective supervisor ratings of performance with objective sales performance would allow for a more accurate determination of whether bias exists in the rating of members of different groups. For example, if a particular group performs similarly or better than another group on objective measures of job performance while simultaneously being rated lower by their supervisor, one can infer bias exists. Such a study allows for the ability to more accurately determine if group differences in supervisor ratings are a result of actual differences in job performance or merely bias.

**Performance Appraisal**

Performance appraisals are an effective way to increase organizational productivity through the identification of development opportunities for employees (Tangen, 2003). The two most common organizational uses of performance appraisal systems are for administrative purposes (i.e., employee performance feedback or identifying employees in need of training) or personnel decisions (i.e., criteria for selecting employees for promotions, terminations, or bonus allocation). Unfortunately, it is difficult to implement a performance appraisal system, which serves both administrative and developmental purposes. Raters may differ with regard to their motivation and desired purpose of the performance appraisal (Tziner & Kopelman, 2002). For example, a lenient supervisor may rate subordinates more highly when the appraisal system serves as criteria for personnel decisions, as the supervisor might not want to be responsible for an employees’ termination. Similarly, that same supervisor may rate subordinates more accurately if the appraisal system serves a developmental
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purpose, as the supervisor may wish to identify areas for potential improvement (Den Hartog, Boselie, & Paauwe, 2004). As different goals (administrative or developmental) for appraisal systems might lead to different ratings, resulting in low agreement, raters must address the issue of showing agreement across both instances of ratings if the organization uses a performance appraisal system for both administrative and developmental goals. If a single appraisal system is used for both purposes, a supervisor might rate with his/her own goals in mind, as he/she might view employee development as more/less important than determining the allocation of employee bonuses (performance appraisal for personnel decisions).

Given the subjective nature of performance ratings, performance appraisal systems are often the focus of discrimination concerns involving terminations and promotions (Tangen, 2003). Raters are in fact human and, thus, subject to the same errors and bias as any other individual. Potential sources of bias or error in performance appraisal can result from halo, leniency, or stereotyping (Kraiger, Ford, & Schechtman, 1986). Additionally, rater goals can affect rating accuracy. For example, some supervisors may wish to maintain harmony in a work group, and thus rate all employees positively. Another supervisor may wish to motivate a work group by inflating the ratings of lower performers to instill confidence in those employees (Wong & Kwong, 2007).

When considering the potential biases that may enter into the performance evaluation of subordinates, it is important to consider the many possible sources from which they may originate. A source of bias is any influential force affecting the accurate measurement of job performance. As such, bias may not only result from the rater alone,
but may also originate from seemingly distal sources such as the customers. Due to the direct influence of the customer-employee interaction on performance output, any potential bias, unrelated to job performance (i.e., race, sex, national origin), on the part of the customers towards an employee can result in artificially deflated ratings of performance. Of course, larger effects on the ratings of employees are logically more likely in occupations with direct contact with customers (i.e., sales, clerical, service), as compared to occupations with less contact (i.e., factory line workers, some technical jobs). A suitable explanation for such a bias is the occurrence of the actor-observer bias, in which the subordinate (the actor) attributes performance to situational factors (i.e., sales region, difficult customers) whereas the observer (the supervisor) attributes performance to some perceived stable traits within the subordinate (i.e., laziness, lack of ability) (Martinko & Gardner, 1987).

**Subjective and Objective Measures of Job Performance**

Job performance is a common criteria used to validate selection measures, as these measures intend to predict future job performance of potential job candidates. However, there is a variety of ways to measure job performance, such as via ratings of job performance, be it from supervisors, peers, subordinates, or self; or measures of output, such as sales performance, organization profitability, or time-based productivity, to name a few (Tangen, 2003). Thus, objective and subjective measures of job performance constitute the two categories of job performance measures.

Use of one type of measure over the other may result in different results with regard to personnel decisions. Previous research has found relatively low mean correlations between subjective and objective measures of job performance (Bommer et
al., 1995; Heneman, 1986; Rich et al., 1999). Bommer et al. (1995) conducted a meta-analysis of studies containing both objective and subjective measures of job performance to test their interchangeability. Bommer et al. (1995) found a corrected mean correlation of just .389 between objective and subjective measures of job performance. Controlling for potential moderators such as job type, rating method (absolute vs. relative ratings), and rating format (overall or composite scores), they found no support for convergent validity, with subjective and objective measures of job performance sharing less than 25% of the explained variance in every situation. Similarly, Heneman (1986) found an even lower mean correlation ($r = .27$) between the subjective and objective performance measures. The aforementioned studies suggest that objective and subjective measures of job performance are not interchangeable.

Potential explanations for the lack of convergent validity of objective and subjective measures of job performance include but are not limited to error, rater bias, and measurement of differing components of overall job performance. Whereas objective measures of job performance may be free of rater bias, situational factors (i.e., a sales representative sells more product in an area with high demand for said product compared to a similarly performing sales representative in another area) remain a large concern. Additionally, if we examine job performance as a multi-dimensional construct (Chockalingam, Schmidt, & Ones, 2005; Viswesvaran & Ones, 2000), objective measures of performance may capture only a portion of the variance in total job performance. In comparison, subjective measures such as supervisor ratings may capture multiple dimensions of job performance, assuming bias is not present.

**Performance Ratings**
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Despite the potential entry of various sources of error in the rating process, the potential of performance ratings to capture aspects of job performance not explained by objective measures of job performance highlights the importance of their continued use and need for greater accuracy. Unfortunately, many supervisors must interpret rating scales on their own, with little direction in terms of how to complete subordinate ratings. Additionally, making supervisors aware of the organizational goals of appraisal system might still leave supervisors unaware of the potential errors likely made during the rating process. As such, there is general agreement on the recommended use of training to improve rater accuracy (Hedge & Kavanagh, 1988; Lee, 1985; Pulakos, 1984; Woehr & Huffcutt, 1994).

Woehr and Huffcutt (1994) evaluated four rating training strategies in terms of halo error, leniency, rating accuracy, and observational accuracy. The first training strategy, rater error training, seeks to make raters aware of issues with negatively skewed ratings, range restriction, and rater biases such as halo error. Results of the meta-analysis suggest that rater error training reduced rater errors. A second type of training strategy is performance dimension training, in which greater emphasis on the specific dimensions of performance are given. This strategy seeks to direct raters away from the use of a global performance score and reduce issues with halo, while increasing rating accuracy. A third strategy, frame-of-reference training, aims to train raters on both the dimensions of job performance evaluated and the standards for providing accurate ratings. Such training attempts to increase rating accuracy by training all raters to rate according to a similar standard of evaluation. The final training strategy, behavioral observation training, attempts to train raters to rate observations of subordinate behavior as opposed to
subjective evaluations of subordinate behaviors. Positive effects on the outcome variables (rater accuracy, rater agreement, etc.) were evident with all four strategies.

In addition to rater training, appropriately constructed measures can increase rating accuracy. There are several performance rating format options to consider within a performance appraisal system, such as graphic rating scales (GRS), behavioral observation scales (BOS), and behaviorally anchored response scales (BARS). Each of these formats utilizes a numbered scale with anchors of some sort. GRS use abstract anchors such as ‘agree’, ‘strongly disagree’, etc. BARS are those scales that provide examples of behaviors that would constitute a given rating. Finally, BOS require raters to recall instances of the behaviors in question and make responses referencing the frequency of those behaviors. Not only do BOS’s have greater reliability and validity than BARS or GRS (Latham & Wexley, 1981) but also result in improved attitudinal effects from raters and ratees with respect to their perceived fairness and satisfaction (Tziner & Kopelman, 2002).

Cognitive Processes within Raters

Even with adequate rater training, there are a number of sources of potential bias to consider. Perhaps the most common source of bias affecting supervisor ratings of subordinate job performance is within the cognitive processes of the supervisor. A general sequence of cognitive processes would include the presentation of information, attention, encoding, storage, retrieval, integration, and the act of providing ratings (Wexley & Klimoski, 1984). Loss or misinterpretation of the information presented at the beginning of such a sequence can occur at any of these processes. Feldman (1981) has suggested that this sequence is comprised of automatic and controlled processes.
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Feldman posited that the determination of which process is enacted, automatic or controlled, depends on the cognitive demand placed upon the rater. When cognitive demand is low and no problems have arisen, automatic processes are more likely. These automatic processes can include categorization or prototyping for example. On the other hand, when cognitive demands are high, such as when readily available prototypes or schemas are unavailable, controlled processes are more likely. An example of a controlled process includes the use of attributions in decision-making.

The need for such automatic and controlled processes in performance evaluation is due to the simple nature of human memory. As raters are required to provide ratings of subordinate performance, typically spanning twelve months, it is difficult to recall every instance of performance, and particularly difficult when the number of subordinates a rater is required to provide ratings for is large. Several studies have supported the notion that rater accuracy is dependent on the method raters utilized to encode information (DeNisi & Peters, 1996; Kinicki et al., 1995; Sanchez & De La Torre, 1996). DeNisi and Peters (1996) examined the effects of structured diary keeping and structured recall on rating accuracy. They found that those raters that used these methods of recall when rating subordinate performance provided less elevated ratings than those raters using traditional recall did.

As most raters do not use alternative recall methods such as structured diaries, they must rely on their own cognitive processes. For example, raters can defer to preconceived prototypes when providing ratings of subordinates. Additionally, a typical rater has only limited information about the performance of a subordinate, from indirect observations, and the rater may bias the ratings of one subordinate due to the rater’s
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preconceived notion of that subordinate (Feldman, 1981). Similarly, stereotypes of race and sex may bias ratings of performance as a rater can have a prototype of a subordinate representing a given race or sex. Accompanying stereotypes are attributions of the respective prototype placed upon the subordinate. Supervisors are likely to form certain attributions about their subordinates, many of these attributions traced to affect, or how much a supervisor likes or dislikes a subordinate (Ferris et al., 1994). Isen and Baron (1991) have suggested that positive affect towards subordinates will result in greater recall of positive information. Similarly, negative affect facilitates the recall of negative information, such as instances of poor performance. Additionally, other research (Sinclair, 1988) has suggested that positive affect results in increased halo error.

Race Effects on Performance Ratings

Despite the various methods of training raters and use of ideal rating formats for respective positions, biases still enter into the subjective process of rating performance. Even with performance measures of the highest fidelity, discrepancy between actual performance and ratings of performance are often evident. Whereas a number of potential variables directly relate to performance unaccounted for by performance measures, there are a number of potential contaminating variables. Possible contamination includes rater bias; particularly, bias based on some factor unrelated to actual job performance. One such bias that has large legal and social implications is rater bias due to ratee race.

Landy and Farr (1980) conducted a review of race of ratee effects on performance ratings, highlighting the mixed results collected by various studies up until that point. There are a number of studies supporting the notion of a race of ratee effect on supervisor
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ratings but only in specific circumstances. Hamner et al. (1974) found that ratees received higher ratings from same race raters, whereas Schmidt and Johnson (1973) found no such results. The only conclusive result Landy and Farr (1980) forwarded is the notion that ratees receive higher ratings from same race raters, but Landy and Farr denoted that this is not necessarily true in highly integrated situations.

Attempting to reach more substantive conclusions about the effects of ratee race on performance ratings, Kraiger and Ford (1985) conducted a meta-analysis, which included 74 studies. They found that the correlation between ratee race and performance ratings were .183 for Caucasian raters and -.220 for African-American raters respectively; however, neither correlation was statistically significant. A more substantial finding in this study was that African-Americans received significantly lower performance ratings than their Caucasian counterparts when the workgroup was comprised predominately of Caucasians. A separate meta-analysis by Kraiger and Ford (1990) examined the correlations between job performance, job knowledge, and performance ratings. Results of their meta-analysis suggest that raters may base ratings of African-Americans ($r = .217$) more closely on job performance than for Caucasians ($r = .109$). They proposed that these differences are attributable to leniency towards same race ratees.

Recent studies have continued to produce conflicting results. Waldman and Avolio (1991) conducted a study of 21,547 individuals across 10 job categories, examining the effects of ratee race on performance ratings. They concluded that there was a significant effect of ratee race on performance ratings, but this effect disappeared when controlling for cognitive ability, education, and job experience. Such a finding
suggests the possibility for a real ability difference between African-Americans and Caucasians. Additionally, they found no support for Kraiger and Ford’s (1985) conclusion of a rater-ratee interaction. Contrary to the findings of Waldman and Avolio (1991), Sackett, DuBois, and Noe (1991) conducted a study examining tokenism in performance ratings and found support for the notion that African-Americans receive lower performance ratings than Caucasians when they constitute a small portion of the workforce. Interestingly, the only positive difference found between ratings of African-Americans and Caucasians occurred when African-Americans comprised 91-99% of the workforce.

Results from these meta-analyses and studies indicate that further investigation is necessary to understand the effects of ratee race on performance ratings. Each of the previously cited studies admits to several limitations. Meta-analyses typically have not included adequate information concerning the types of rating forms used during performance evaluation or may analyze objective and subjective measures of performance from different jobs. Many of the individual studies are similarly limited in that readily available objective and subjective measures of performance are rarely available for analysis. Additionally, previous studies have been unable to provide conclusive evidence that any differences found between ratings of African-Americans and Caucasians is a result rater bias or true differences in performance. There is the potential concern that any perceived differences in true performance differences between Caucasians and African-Americans could be a result of culturally biased evaluation measures as well.
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Despite the conflicting results across studies, there is reasonable support to expect rater bias in situations where African-Americans comprise a relatively small portions of the workforce if rater bias does exist. Given that previous literature (Sackett, DuBois, & Noe, 1991) suggested that tokenism does not have a reverse effect on Caucasians, where they receive lower ratings when comprising a relatively small portion of the workforce, it is reasonable to expect such a relationship will not exist in the current study as well. To a lesser extent, I may still find support for a race of ratee effect when Caucasians must rate African-American subordinates.

Sex Effects on Performance Ratings

Similar to issues of race-based rater bias, concerns over potential sex discrimination are an important topic for organizations to address. However, much of the previous research (Pulakos et al., 1989; Landy & Farr, 1980; Schmidt & Lappin, 1980) has provided even more inconsistent results for sex effects than race effects on performance ratings. Schmidt and Lappin (1980) concluded that although sex effects contributed a significant amount of variance in performance ratings, these effects were trivially small. On the other hand, Landy and Farr (1980) found support for sex effects on performance ratings when considering type of job. Landy and Farr concluded that ratee sex has a significant impact on performance ratings dependent on stereotype of the job (predominately masculine or feminine jobs). For example, women in jobs stereotypically dominated by men received less favorable ratings. Similarly, men in predominately-feminine jobs also received less favorable performance ratings. Landy and Farr (1980) conducted a review of sex of ratee effects on performance ratings, highlighting the mixed results collected by various studies up until that point. However,
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the large proportion of laboratory studies used in experiments looking at ratee sex effects on performance evaluation, severely limits their review. As such, previous research through 1980 has not supported the notion of a ratee sex effect on performance ratings or a ratee-rater sex interaction.

Sackett, DuBois, and Noe (1991) found evidence of a sex effect of ratee on performance ratings; stronger evidence when compared to any race effects. They found that women received significantly lower ratings than men did, when women comprised a significantly smaller portion of the workforce. Specifically, they found negative effect sizes once the proportion of women dropped below 50% of the total workforce. They found significant and large negative effect sizes when the proportion women in the workforce dropped below 20%. Support for rater bias as an explanation for this difference is evident in the lack of a tokenism effect for men. However, Sackett, DuBois, and Noe (1991) identified their inability to separate rater bias and true differences in performance ability as an explanation for the apparent differences in ratings of performance. In fact, such a differentiation remains a hypothetical explanation, with previous studies providing incomplete evidence for the idea that rater bias contributes to some degree in explaining the differences in male and female performance ratings.

Given the history of conflicting results concerning effects of race and sex of ratee on ratings of job performance, I propose that examining the effects of race and sex of ratee on ratings of performance using both subjective and objective measures of performance from the same sample will provide a more definitive conclusion. Whereas a number of studies have supported a race and sex effect, even those that provided non-significant results found results in their hypothesized direction (e.g., majority group,
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Caucasians or men, rated higher than the minority group, African-Americans or women). With the use of objective and subjective data from the same source and the presentation of objective data to the raters prior to their completion of subjective measures, I hypothesize that race of ratee will account for significant variance in supervisor ratings, controlling for objective performance measures and demographic variables. Additionally, I hypothesize that sex of ratee will account for significant variance in supervisor ratings, controlling for objective performance measures and demographic variables.

Hypothesis 1A: Race of ratee will predict unique variance in supervisor ratings over and above objective sales performance, controlling for demographic variables.

Hypothesis 1B: Sex of ratee will predict unique variance in supervisor ratings over and above objective sales performance, controlling for demographic variables.

Rosabeth Moss Kanter (1977) published a case study of 20 upper management saleswomen in a 300-person sales force in a fortune 500 company. Her results indicated that these twenty women experienced negative consequences due to their “token” status, their membership in a subgroup (being female) comprising less than 15% of the total workgroup. Recent studies (Sackett, DuBois, & Noe, 1991; Yoder, 1994) that found a negative tokenism effect for women support Kanter’s results. Whereas Sackett, DuBois, and Noe (1991) found a strong tokenism effect for sex, they also found consistently lower ratings for African-Americans regardless of percentage within total group. As such, it is reasonable to assume that in some situations (i.e., various geographic locations) this effect is more pronounced. I hypothesize that the percentage of women in the measured
sample will predict supervisor ratings of women when controlling for objective measures of job performance and demographic variables. Similarly, I hypothesize that the percentage of African-Americans in the measured sample will predict supervisor ratings when controlling for objective measures of job performance and demographic variables.

**Hypothesis 2A:** Percentage of African-Americans in the sample will predict unique variance in supervisor ratings of African-Americans over and above objective sales performance, controlling for demographic variables.

**Hypothesis 2B:** Percentage of women in the sample will predict unique variance in supervisor ratings of women over and above objective sales performance, controlling for demographic variables.

Previous research has provided conflicting results concerning the effects of the race of raters on ratings of performance, with some studies (Hamner et al., 1974; Landy & Farr, 1980) supporting this effect and others (Schmidt & Johnson, 1973) finding no such evidence. With the use of measures of objective and subjective job performance from the same employees, the current study should shed some additional light into determining any potential race of rater effect on ratings of subordinate job performance. I posit that race congruency (same race rater and ratee) will predict supervisor ratings for African-Americans when controlling for objective measures of job performance and demographic variables. Similarly, I posit that sex congruence (same sex rater and ratee) will predict supervisor ratings for women when controlling for objective measures of job performance and demographic variables.
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*Research Question 1A:* Race congruency will predict unique variance in supervisor ratings of African-Americans over and above objective sales performance, controlling for demographic variables.

*Research Question 1B:* Sex congruency will predict unique variance in supervisor ratings of women over and above objective sales performance, controlling for demographic variables.

**Method**

**Participants**

An archival database of performance data from a mid-western U.S. consulting firm provided all data used in this study. Organizations reporting both objective and subjective measures of job performance provided participant data. There was an initial sample of 4061 employees across a wide range of sales jobs and organizations. The final sample included 1894 employees after deletion of those employees that did not have either objective or subjective performance data available. This sample included 63.4% men and 36.6% women with a demographic racial distribution as follows: 78.0% Caucasian, 9.9% African American, 5.3% Hispanic, 2.0% Asian, and 4.9% other. Average age of employees sampled was 34.8 years old. The managers providing ratings for these employees were comprised of 84.9% males.

**Objective Job Performance**

Objective job performance was defined as average sales output over a twelve-month period, and was standardized with each organization.

**Subjective Job Performance**
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Subjective job performance was defined as global ratings of job performance via results of annual supervisor performance ratings. Global ratings are subjective indications of overall job performance made by employees’ immediate supervisors and were standardized within each organization.

**Predictor Variables**

**Sex.** Employee sex was dichotomized as 0 (Female) and 1 (Male).

**Race.** Four dichotomous variables were created for separate racial comparisons. This included Caucasian (0) & African-American (1), Caucasian (0) & Hispanic (1), Caucasian (0) & Asian (1), and African-American (0) & Hispanic (1). Additionally, a variable indicating status as any racial minority was created. A separate variable was creating to indicate employee status as a racial minority and/or female; being a minority of any kind.

**Tokenism.** Tokenism was defined as the percentage of a given minority group (sex- or race-based) in a respective workgroup.

**Rater-Ratee Congruence.** Rater-ratee congruence was defined as the similarity of rater and ratee on a given variable. Rater-ratee congruency exists when both rater and ratee are of the same sex or race. All other rater-ratee combinations (e.g., Caucasian rater-Asian ratee, African-American rater-Hispanic ratee, male rater-female ratee) would constitute rater-ratee incongruence.

**Control Variables**

Job tenure was measured as the number of months employed within an organization. Additionally, employee age was contained in employee records.

**Data Analysis**
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Descriptive statistics describing the sample and groups examined were calculated, and presented with variable intercorrelations. Hierarchical regression analyses were conducted to determine if race, gender, tokenism, and/or rater-ratee congruence add any incremental validity in predicting subjective ratings of job performance while controlling for the effects of objective sales performance, age, and job tenure.

**Race Effect.** In the first analysis, the outcome variable was subjective performance ratings, with sex, job tenure, objective sales performance, and age as predictors in the first step of the regression. In the second step, race of ratee (Caucasian vs. A.A.; Caucasian vs. Hispanic; Caucasian vs. Asian) was entered as a predictor to test Hypothesis 1A.

**Sex Effect.** In the second analysis, the outcome variable was subjective performance ratings, with race, job tenure, objective sales performance, and age as the predictors. In the second step, sex of ratee was entered as a predictor to test Hypothesis 1B.

**Race Tokenism.** In the third analysis, the outcome variable was subjective performance ratings, with sex, job tenure, objective sales performance, and age as the predictors. In the second step, race tokenism was entered as a predictor to test Hypothesis 2A.

**Sex Tokenism.** In the fourth analysis, the outcome variable was subjective performance ratings, with race, job tenure, objective sales performance, and age as the predictors. In the second step, sex tokenism was entered as a predictor to test Hypothesis 2B.
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**Race Rater-Ratee Congruence.** In the fifth analysis, the outcome variable was subjective performance ratings, with sex, job tenure, objective sales performance, and age as the predictors. In the second step, rater-ratee race congruency was entered as a predictor to test Research Question 1A.

**Sex Rater-Ratee Congruence.** In the sixth analysis, the outcome variable was subjective performance ratings, with race, job tenure, objective sales performance, and age as the predictors. In the second step, rater-ratee sex congruency was entered as a predictor to test Research Question 1B.

**Results**

Analyses focused on employees’ objective and subjective measures of job performance as well as employees’ membership in respective minority groups. Only those employees with both objective and subjective measures of job performance were included in final analyses. Given that several organizations were sampled and not all the variables of interest were available from every organization, only those employees’ with relevant data for a given hypothesis or research question were included in a given analysis. Additionally, as different organizations used various performance rating scales and sales measurements, both variables were standardized within each organization before inclusion for analysis.

As there was insufficient data on the race of managers in the data set, Research Question 1 was untestable. The remaining hypotheses and Research Question 2 were examined using two-step linear regression analyses, to determine if any incremental validity was found with the addition of our variables of interest (ratee sex, ratee race, rater-ratee congruency, and tokenism), while controlling for other variables such as ratee
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age and job tenure. Means, standard deviations, and inter-correlations for all examined variables are shown in Table 1.

Prior to running analyses, a one-way ANOVA was completed to test for differences in ratings of performance between raters. Performance ratings differed significantly between raters, $F(196, 649) = 2.25, p < .001, \eta^2 = .39$.

**Race Effects on Ratings of Performance**

Results of a multiple regression analysis (displayed in Table 2) indicated that being African-American compared to Caucasian did not predict significant variance in supervisor ratings of job performance while controlling for ratee age, job tenure, ratee sex, and objective sales performance, $R^2 = .062, \Delta R^2 = .000$, $F(1, 956) = 12.60, p = .686$, 90% CI [-.146, .241]. Results of a multiple regression analysis (displayed in Table 3) indicated that being Hispanic compared to Caucasian did not predict significant variance in supervisor ratings of job performance while controlling for ratee age, job tenure, ratee sex, and objective sales performance, $R^2 = .062, \Delta R^2 = .000$, $F(1, 934) = 12.24, p = .913$, 90% CI [-.211, .241]. Results of a multiple regression analysis (displayed in Table 4) indicated that being Asian compared to Caucasian did not predict significant variance in supervisor ratings of job performance while controlling for ratee age, job tenure, ratee sex, and objective sales performance, $R^2 = .064, \Delta R^2 = .001$, $F(1, 900) = 12.29, p = .308$, 90% CI [-.130, .554]. Results of a multiple regression analysis (displayed in Table 5) indicated that being African-American compared to Hispanic did not predict significant variance in supervisor ratings of job performance while controlling for ratee age, job tenure, ratee sex, and objective sales performance, $R^2 = .033, \Delta R^2 = .000$, $F(1, 131) = 0.90, p = .887$, 90% CI [-.315, .265](Hypothesis 1A was not supported).
Additional analyses were conducted to determine if racial minority status predicted significant variance in ratings of job performance. Results of a multiple regression analysis (displayed in Table 6) indicated that being a racial minority (non-Caucasian) did not predict significant variance in supervisor ratings of job performance while controlling for ratee age, job tenure, ratee sex, and objective sales performance, $R^2 = .052, \Delta R^2 = .001, F(1, 1072) = 11.72, p = .285, 90\% \text{ CI } [-.046, .217]$.

**Sex Effects on Ratings of Performance**

Results of a separate multiple regression analysis (displayed in Table 7) indicated that Ratee Sex did not predict additional significant variance in supervisor ratings of job performance while controlling for ratee age, job tenure, ratee race, and objective sales performance, $R^2 = .051, \Delta R^2 = .000, F(1, 1073) = 14.36, p = .937, 90\% \text{ CI } [-.102, .113]$ (Hypothesis 1B was not supported). A regression analysis was conducted to determine if inclusion in any minority group (sex- or race-based) predicted significant variance in ratings of performance. Results of a multiple regression analysis (displayed in Table 8) indicated that being a minority (non-Caucasian and/or female) did not predict significant variance in supervisor ratings of job performance while controlling for ratee age, job tenure, ratee sex, and objective sales performance, $R^2 = .051, \Delta R^2 = .000, F(1, 1073) = 14.41, p = .664, 90\% \text{ CI } [-.076, .131]$.

**Tokenism Effects on Ratings of Performance**

Next, to test Hypothesis 2A and Hypothesis 2B, Race Tokenism and Sex Tokenism were entered into the second step of the analyses as predictors to determine if additional significant variance in subjective performance ratings was explained by these variables. Results of a multiple regression analysis (Displayed in Table 9) indicated that
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there was no tokenism effect for African-Americans, as the addition of the Race Tokenism variable did not contribute additional significant variance in explaining subjective performance ratings, $R^2 = .047$, $\Delta R^2 = .007$, $F(1, 74) = 0.74$, $p = .471$, 90% CI [-.064, .025]. (Hypothesis 2A was not supported). Follow-up analyses were conducted to examine group differences in objective and subjective job performance between Caucasians and African-Americans. Results of an independent samples t-test showed that Caucasians ($M = 0.01, SD = 1.02$) received significantly higher supervisor ratings of job performance than African-Americans ($M = -0.17, SD = 1.02$), $t(1386) = -2.10$, $p = .04$ (two-tailed). Also, Caucasians ($M = 0.07, SD = 1.03$) performed significantly better than African-Americans ($M = -0.12, SD = 0.90$) based on objective sales performance, $t(1381) = -2.13$, $p = .03$ (two-tailed). Additionally, results of a multiple regression analysis (Displayed in Table 10) indicated that there was no tokenism effect for Hispanics, as the addition of the Race Tokenism variable did not contribute additional significant variance in explaining subjective performance ratings, $R^2 = .231$, $\Delta R^2 = .049$, $F(1, 51) = 3.06$, $p = .079$, 90% CI [.007, .199]. Results of an independent samples t-test indicated that there was no significant difference in subjective ratings of performance between Caucasians ($M = 0.01, SD = 1.02$) and Hispanics ($M = -0.07, SD = 0.97$) in the overall sample, $t(1313) = -0.71$, $p = .48$, (two-tailed). Similarly, results of an independent samples t-test indicated that there was no significant difference in objective sales performance between Caucasians ($M = 0.07, SD = 1.03$) and Hispanics ($M = -0.03, SD = 0.89$) in the overall sample, $t(1309) = -0.82$, $p = .42$ (two-tailed).

When entering Sex Tokenism into the second step of the regression analysis (displayed in Table 11), results indicated that sex tokenism did predict a significant
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amount of variance in subjective ratings of job performance when employing the 20% threshold indicated by previous studies (Sackett, DuBois, & Noe, 1991), \( R^2 = .031, \Delta R^2 = .025, F(1, 369) = 2.95, p = .002, 90\% \text{ CI } [-.818, -.179] \). Results of an independent samples t-test showed that when less than 20% of the workgroup was comprised of women, men \((M = 0.03, SD = 1.03)\) received significantly higher supervisor ratings of job performance than women \((M = -0.22, SD = 0.94)\), \(t(583) = -2.15, p = .02 \) (one-tailed).

Additionally, women \((M = -0.30, SD = 0.46)\) performed significantly worse than men \((M = 0.16, SD = 1.13)\) based on objective sales performance, \(t(583) = -6.57, p < .001 \) (two-tailed). However, when not employing the 20% threshold and using Sex Tokenism as a continuous variable, no significant variance in subjective ratings of job performance were accounted for by Tokenism, \( R^2 = .013, \Delta R^2 = .006, F(1, 369) = 1.17, p = .126, 90\% \text{ CI } [-.003, .027] \) (Hypothesis 2B was not supported).

For workgroups containing greater than 20% of women, there was no significant difference between the performance ratings of men \((M = -0.02, SD = 1.00)\) and women \((M = 0.01, SD = 1.04)\), \(t(1164) = 0.48, p = .63 \) (two-tailed). Similarly, there was no significant difference between the objective sales performance of men \((M = -0.02, SD = 0.97)\) and women \((M = 0.06, SD = 1.01)\), \(t(1164) = 1.28, p = .20 \) (two-tailed). Although no significant differences were found in the analyses of workgroups containing greater than 20% of women, the relationships were in the expected direction, with women exhibiting more success in both the objective and subjective metrics when they are members of a more evenly distributed workgroup.

To better understand at which proportion women began to perform significantly worse than men, additional analyses were conducted to test group differences at different
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levels (proportions of women in respective workgroups). Results of independent samples t-tests indicated that women ($M = -0.30, SD = 0.46$) began to perform significantly worse than men ($M = 0.16, SD = 1.13$), based on objective sales performance, at approximately 30% (when women comprised less than 30% of the workgroup), $t(583) = -3.85$, $p < .001$. Below 30%, women ($M = -0.22, SD = 0.94$) were being rated accordingly, compared to men ($M = 0.03, SD = 1.03$), $t(583) = -2.49$, $p = .032$.

**Rater-Ratee Congruency Effects on Ratings of Performance**

Due to insufficient data on Manager Race, Research Question 1 was not tested. Results of a two-step regression analysis (displayed in Table 12) indicated that Sex Congruency did not predict additional significant variance in subjective ratings of job performance, $R^2 = .354$, $\Delta R^2 = .003$, $F(1, 525) = 71.96$, $p = .113$, 90% CI [-.229, .004] (Research Question 2B was not supported).

**Discussion**

The purpose of this study was to examine the effects of minority status, being female or a member of a racial minority, on subjective ratings of job performance. This study examined potential biases in supervisor ratings of subordinate job performance in an attempt to parse rater bias from objective performance (sales performance). Previous studies (e.g., Hamner et al., 1974; Landy & Farr, 1980; Sackett, DuBois, & Noe, 1991; Schmidt & Johnson, 1973; Waldman & Avolio, 1991) have been unable to produce conclusive evidence that rater bias occurs during the subordinate performance evaluation process. The primary issue with previous studies was that they were unable to determine if any observed group differences in performance ratings are the results of rater bias or group differences in performance. This study did not find a significant effect for Sex
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Tokenism but did find a significant difference between the objective performance of men and women in instances when women comprised a small proportion of their respective workgroups. I found a significant difference in the performance of men and women beginning when women comprised as little as 30% of the workforce, with the difference becoming more pronounced as this proportion decreased. Given that no Sex Tokenism or direct Sex effects were found, it can be assumed that raters are not being biased in their ratings and instead that women are being rated commensurate to their performance, but performing significantly lower than they otherwise would in workgroups with greater than 30% of women. This suggests that there is a real difference in performance between men and women in certain instances and that observed differences are not determined by sex or race specifically, but instead are determined by the situations in which they are placed; this is particularly true for women.

This study is an extension of the research conducted by Sackett, DuBois, and Noe, (1991) and examines some of the same questions. Sackett, DuBois, and Noe recognized their limitations, namely their inability to ascertain whether observed differences in performance ratings between majority and minority employees were due to differences in performance or ratings bias. Due to their lack of objective performance data, such conclusions were not possible. This study examined the same hypotheses as Sackett, DuBois, and Noe with the use of performance ratings and objective performance data to better ascertain the cause of lower performance ratings received by minorities. It should be noted that the current study used percentage of minority group across job groups within organizations as opposed to individual workgroups as used by Sackett, DuBois, and Noe (1991).
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Incongruent with the findings of Sackett, DuBois, and Noe (1991) this study did not find a significant effect for tokenism of women. However, the current study did observe similar performance decrements in women when they comprised less than 20% of the workgroup, which is similar to the findings of Sackett, DuBois, and Noe. However, the current study also found performance decrements at thresholds up to 30% as well. Given that no significant tokenism effect was found, it can be assumed that the observed differences in performance ratings between men and women are not attributable to rater bias, but are instead related to actual differences in performance in these workgroups with small proportions of women.

Potential Causes of Observed Performance Decrement

Perhaps environmental work factors such as lack of support from the majority group (i.e., withholding important information, exclusion in important group meetings, or harassment), lack of support from their supervisors, or their own perceptions (i.e., feelings of exclusion or stress from inclusion in a minority group) may be causal explanations for these observed performance differences.

In a study by Sacco and Schmidt (2005) the effects of diversity misfit were examined and found to lead to higher turnover rates within groups with lower representation within an organization. They suggested that being demographically different from the rest of one’s workgroup resulted in attitudes or beliefs that lead to turnover. As such, it is likely that being demographically different (i.e., female or racial minority) may result in additional attitudes or beliefs detrimental to performance. Additionally, it is likely that the most qualified minority employees would quit a job in which they experience these detrimental attitudes and beliefs related to their minority
status, which would result in the remaining minority employees performing at an overall lower level. As such, these more qualified minority employees leaving the workgroup for more optimal situations could exaggerate any observed differences in performance for those minorities employed in workgroups where they comprise a disproportionately small percentage of the workgroup.

**Theoretical Implications**

These findings allow for potential explanations of the inconsistent findings of much of the previous literature concerning sex differences. This study provides evidence that observed differences in performance ratings between men and women is likely due to differences in performance, rather than rater bias. It is likely that much of the previous research lacking support for a sex effect on performance ratings contained samples with higher proportions of women. Similarly, those studies showing support for a significant effect of sex on performance ratings had likely utilized samples containing lower proportions of women.

An important consideration in previous studies, as well as the current study is the nested effects of the raters providing ratings for subordinates, as well as the organizations within each study. Given the likely sources of error within raters, such as halo, leniency, etc., many raters are likely to exhibit low discrimination in their ratings of their subordinates, rating them similarly instead. With approximately 39% of the variance in subordinates’ ratings of job performance being attributable to the raters providing the rating in the current study, it is important to address these many potential sources of additional error. Additionally, there are many other factors which contribute to an employees’ performance ratings beyond the rater and their own objective performance.
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Additional sources of variance may include customer bias, region-based bias, peer bias. For example, any bias towards an employee on the part of a customer will typically go unreported in any performance ratings and would likely have a negative influence on the observed objective performance of an employee.

Additionally, this customer bias may be more pronounced in regions in which the employee is a member of a particular minority group. As such, it is difficult to parse out actual employee performance from the many potential sources of error. It is likely that this difficulty in separating the many sources of various in job performance are the cause of the relatively low correlation between objective and subjective measures of job performance. Given these many sources of variance of job performance, it is important to account for as many of these sources as possible in any studies of performance. Previous studies that have found significant correlations between sex or race and performance ratings likely have not accounted for enough sources of variance within job performance to ascertain a clear understanding.

The current study found significant correlations between race (Caucasian-A.A.) and subjective performance ratings, \( r = -.06 \), but no significant effect when controlling for objective performance and job tenure. Also, a significant correlation between subjective performance and sex congruency \( (r = -.11) \) was found, yet this effect was suppressed when controlling for tenure and objective performance. This suggests that job tenure and objective performance account for a greater proportion of the variance in performance ratings than do ratee sex or race.

It is possible that no tokenism effect was found for African-Americans as raters may be more likely to fear perceptions of discrimination towards racial minorities.
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compared to women. There is also the possibility that women are biased towards in work settings where they comprise a small proportion of the workgroup and are thus perceived as unfit for this male dominated position within the given organization, resulting in lower performance, thus, lower ratings of performance. Supervisors of workgroups with less than 30% of women, may have a biased schema of the “model subordinate” being male in these male dominated settings.

**Practical Implications**

This study highlights the importance for proper rater training and some of the potential windfalls when biases continue uncorrected. Supervisors should be made aware of the potential biases that may occur as well as their personal schemas for the “model subordinate.” Additionally, it is increasingly important to monitor workgroup perceptions of minority groups as the proportion of these minority groups fall below certain thresholds (~30% for women) as performance detriments below these levels may be due to environmental factors such as workgroup interactions.

**Limitations**

A limitation of this study is that no workgroups within the sample contained greater than 18% of African-Americans. This limitation prevented any conclusions being reached concerning objective performance differences between African-Americans and Caucasians when workgroups contained greater than 20% of African-Americans. Another limitation of this study was the lack of race data for raters, as Research Question 1A could not be tested. Another limitation of this study was the exclusive use of sales jobs in the sample. Results may differ for job types with varying degrees of availability of objective performance readily available for supervisors to refer to when providing
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performance ratings. Additionally, sales performance only accounts for a portion of total job performance for these positions and supervisor ratings are likely influenced by additional factors. As such, accounting for more sources of variance in employees’ performance would provide more conclusive results. Another limitation of this study included the relatively large proportion of variance (approximately 39%) in supervisory ratings accounted for at the supervisor level. Analyzing the current data with a multilevel statistical approach would likely result in more conclusive findings, as well as allow for finding potential differences between various groups of raters (i.e., male vs. female raters, Caucasian vs. Minority raters, etc.).

Future Research

Future research should examine whether performance detriments disappear in African-Americans as they do for women above a certain threshold. As such, future studies should replicate the analyses of this study with samples including workgroups containing larger proportions of African Americans. Although no congruency effect was found in the current study, future studies should examine whether a tokenism effect is still evident in those workgroups of lower diversity for minorities with supervisors whom are members of the same minority group. Specifically, examining organizations possessing low diversity but employing a diverse selection of supervisors would provide additional insight into the specific situations in which minorities are biased. Another direction for future research is to examine job types other than sales jobs, which present opportunities to objectively measure job performance. Such a study would help determine which types of objective measures of job performance, and thus which job types, are more susceptible to rater bias. Another important future consideration is the
examination of additional sources of variance in job performance to better understand potential biases in ratings of performance.

Conclusion

The current study examined the effects of sex and race on subjective ratings of job performance. No significant effects of sex, race, tokenism, or congruency were found; however, performance decrements for women were found when the proportion of women in a workgroup fell below 30%. This suggests that women are being rated fairly but their performance is influenced by factors not present when they comprise greater than 30% of a workgroup. Overall, ratee sex and race accounted for only 0-1% of the variance in subjective ratings of job performance. Additionally, employee token status accounted for only 1-5% of the variance in subjective ratings of job performance. This study provides support for the idea that observed differences in ratings of job performance between men and women and Caucasians and minorities is not due to rater bias, or that a trivial amount of variance in performance ratings is attributable to sex or race of ratees. Instead, these observed differences in performance ratings are likely due to other factors such as job tenure, actual performance, or environmental factors.
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### Table 1

| Variable  | Mean | SD  | N  | Min | 5% | 10% | 15% | 20% | 25% | 30% | 35% | 40% | 45% | 50% | 55% | 60% | 65% | 70% | 75% | 80% | 85% | 90% | 95% | 99% |
|-----------|------|-----|----|-----|----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|
| 1. Sex    |      |     |    |     |    |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| 2. Age    |      |     |    |     |    |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| 3. Turn   |      |     |    |     |    |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| 4. Opn.   |      |     |    |     |    |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| 5. Subj.  |      |     |    |     |    |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| 6. Wmn    |      |     |    |     |    |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| 7. % A.A. |      |     |    |     |    |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| 8. % His. |      |     |    |     |    |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| 9. Race V |      |     |    |     |    |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| 10. Race W |      |     |    |     |    |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| 11. Race H |      |     |    |     |    |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| 12. Race S |      |     |    |     |    |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| 13. Race A |      |     |    |     |    |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| 14. Race B |      |     |    |     |    |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| 15. Race C |      |     |    |     |    |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| 16. Race D |      |     |    |     |    |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |

Summary of intercorrelations, means, and standard deviations for control variables, subjective performance ratings, and objective performance.
Table 2.

Multiple Regression Analyses Testing the Effects of Ratee Race (Caucasian-African-American) on Subjective Supervisor Ratings of Ratee Job Performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Model 1 $B$</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Model 2 $B$</th>
<th>90% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td></td>
<td>[-0.15, 0.04]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratee Sex</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td></td>
<td>[-0.09, 0.13]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratee Age</td>
<td>-0.17*</td>
<td>-0.18*</td>
<td></td>
<td>[-0.23, -0.12]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job Tenure</td>
<td>0.25*</td>
<td>0.26*</td>
<td></td>
<td>[0.19, 0.32]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obj. Sales Performance</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td></td>
<td>[-0.12, 0.01]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race: Caucasian-A.A.</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td></td>
<td>[-0.15, 0.24]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$R^2$: .06  
$F$: 15.72*  
$\Delta R^2$: 0.00  
$\Delta F$: 0.16

Note. $N = 962$. CI = confidence interval.  
*p<.001 (two-tailed).
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Table 3.

*Multiple Regression Analyses Testing the Effects of Ratee Race (Caucasian-Hispanic) on Subjective Supervisor Ratings of Ratee Job Performance.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Model 1 B</th>
<th>Model 2 B</th>
<th>90% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>[-0.15, 0.04]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratee Sex</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>[-0.10, 0.13]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratee Age</td>
<td>-0.18**</td>
<td>-0.18*</td>
<td>[-0.23, -0.12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job Tenure</td>
<td>0.26**</td>
<td>0.26**</td>
<td>[0.20, 0.33]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obj. Sales Performance</td>
<td>-0.09*</td>
<td>-0.09*</td>
<td>[-0.16, -0.03]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race: Caucasian-Hispanic</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>[-0.21, 0.24]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| R²                            | .06       | .06       |
| F                             | 15.31*    | 12.24*    |
| ∆R²                           |           | .00       |
| ∆F                            |           | 0.01      |

Note. N = 939. CI = confidence interval.
*p < .05 (two-tailed).
**p < .01 (two-tailed).
Table 4.

Multiple Regression Analyses Testing the Effects of Ratee Race (Caucasian-Asian) on Subjective Supervisor Ratings of Ratee Job Performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Model 1 B</th>
<th>Model 2 B</th>
<th>90% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>[-0.13, 0.06]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratee Sex</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>[-0.13, 0.11]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratee Age</td>
<td>-0.18*</td>
<td>-0.18*</td>
<td>[-0.24, -0.13]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job Tenure</td>
<td>0.26*</td>
<td>0.26*</td>
<td>[0.19, 0.33]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obj. Sales Performance</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>[-0.14, -0.00]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race: Caucasian-Asian</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td></td>
<td>[-0.13, 0.55]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R^2 )</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( F )</td>
<td>15.10*</td>
<td>12.29*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta R^2 )</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta F )</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. \( N = 906 \). CI = confidence interval.
*p<.001 (two-tailed).
Table 5.

*Multiple Regression Analyses Testing the Effects of Ratee Race (African-American-Hispanic) on Subjective Supervisor Ratings of Ratee Job Performance.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Model 1 B</th>
<th></th>
<th>Model 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>90% CI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>[-0.15, 0.04]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratee Sex</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>[-0.09, 0.13]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratee Age</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>[-0.23, -0.12]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job Tenure</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>[0.19, 0.32]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obj. Sales Performance</td>
<td>-0.23</td>
<td>[-0.12, 0.01]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race: A.A-Hispanic.</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>[-0.15, 0.24]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Model 1</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>90% CI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F$</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta R^2$</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta F$</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. N = 137. CI = confidence interval.*

*p<.001 (two-tailed).*
Table 6.

*Multiple Regression Analyses Testing the Effects of Ratee Race (Any Racial Minority) on Subjective Supervisor Ratings of Ratee Job Performance.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Model 1 $B$</th>
<th>Model 2 $B$</th>
<th>90% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>[-0.13, 0.05]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratee Sex</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>[-0.10, 0.11]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratee Age</td>
<td>-0.16*</td>
<td>-0.17*</td>
<td>[-0.22, -0.11]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job Tenure</td>
<td>0.23*</td>
<td>0.24*</td>
<td>[0.17, 0.30]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obj. Sales Performance</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>[-0.11, 0.01]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race: Any Racial Minority</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td></td>
<td>[-0.05, 0.22]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$R^2 = .05$  
$R^2 = .05$  
$F = 14.36^*$  
$F = 11.72^*$  
$\Delta R^2 = .00$  
$\Delta F = 1.15$

*Note. N = 1078. CI = confidence interval.*

*p<.001 (two-tailed).*
Table 7.

*Multiple Regression Analyses Testing the Effects of Ratee Sex on Subjective Supervisor Ratings of Ratee Job Performance.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Model 1 B</th>
<th>Model 2 B</th>
<th>90% CI</th>
<th>Model 2 90% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>[0.21, 0.67]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratee Age</td>
<td>-0.16*</td>
<td>-0.16*</td>
<td>[-0.02, -0.01]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job Tenure</td>
<td>0.23*</td>
<td>0.23*</td>
<td>[0.16, 0.31]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obj. Sales Performance</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>[-0.12, 0.02]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratee Sex</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td></td>
<td>[-0.13, 0.12]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F$</td>
<td>19.16*</td>
<td>14.36*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta R^2$</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta F$</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. N = 1078. CI = confidence interval.  
*p<.001 (two-tailed).
Table 8.

*Multiple Regression Analyses Testing the Effects of Minority Status (Race or Sex Minority) on Subjective Supervisor Ratings of Ratee Job Performance.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Model 1 B</th>
<th></th>
<th>Model 2</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>90% CI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>[-0.11, 0.03]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratee Age</td>
<td>-0.16*</td>
<td>-0.17*</td>
<td>[-0.22, -0.11]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job Tenure</td>
<td>0.23*</td>
<td>0.23*</td>
<td>[0.17, 0.30]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obj. Sales Performance</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>[-0.11, 0.01]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minority Status</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>[-0.08, 0.13]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ R^2 \]
\[ F \]
\[ \Delta R^2 \]
\[ \Delta F \]

*Note. N = 1078. CI = confidence interval.*

*p<.001 (two-tailed).*
Table 9.

*Multiple Regression Analyses Testing the Effects of Race Tokenism-AA on Subjective Supervisor Ratings of Ratee Job Performance.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Model 1 B</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Model 2</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>[-0.56, 0.83]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratee Sex</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>[-0.39, 0.56]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratee Age</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>[-0.28, 0.18]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job Tenure</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>[-0.07, 0.49]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obj. Sales Performance</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>[-0.21, 0.37]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race Tokenism-AA</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>[-0.06, 0.03]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ R^2 \]

\[ F \]

\[ \Delta R^2 \]

\[ \Delta F \]

*Note. N = 80. CI = confidence interval. Race tokenism-AA was defined as the proportion of respective workgroups comprised of African-Americans.*

*p<.001 (two-tailed).*
### Table 10.

**Multiple Regression Analyses Testing the Effects of Race Tokenism-Hispanic on Subjective Supervisor Ratings of Ratee Job Performance.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Model 1 $B$</th>
<th>Model 2 $B$</th>
<th>90% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>-1.00</td>
<td>[-1.92, -0.08]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratee Sex</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>[-0.32, 0.58]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratee Age</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>[-0.40, 0.10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job Tenure</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>[-0.06, 0.65]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obj. Sales Performance</td>
<td>-0.59**</td>
<td>-0.61**</td>
<td>[-0.90, -0.32]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race Tokenism-Hispanic</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>[0.01, 0.20]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td>.23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F$</td>
<td>2.90*</td>
<td>3.06*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta R^2$</td>
<td></td>
<td>.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta F$</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. N = 57. CI = confidence interval. Race tokenism-Hispanic was defined as the proportion of respective workgroups comprised of Hispanics/Latinos.*

* $p<.05$ (two-tailed).

** $p<.01$ (two-tailed).
Table 11.

**Multiple Regression Analyses Testing the Effects of Sex Tokenism on Subjective Supervisor Ratings of Ratee Job Performance.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Model 1 B</th>
<th>Model 2 B</th>
<th>90% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>-0.41</td>
<td>[-0.80, -0.02]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratee Age</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>[-0.12, 0.11]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job Tenure</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>[-0.15, 0.09]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obj. Sales Performance</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>[-0.18, 0.04]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex Tokenism</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>[-0.00, 0.02]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F$</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta R^2$</td>
<td></td>
<td>.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta F$</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. N = 374. CI = confidence interval. Sex tokenism was defined as the proportion of respective workgroups comprised of a specific minority group (women in this analysis).*
Table 12.

Multiple Regression Analyses Testing the Effects of Sex Congruency on Subjective Supervisor Ratings of Ratee Job Performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Model 1 $B$</th>
<th>$B$</th>
<th>90% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>[-0.07, 0.17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratee Age</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>[-0.24, 0.01]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job Tenure</td>
<td>-0.16*</td>
<td>0.16*</td>
<td>[-0.28, -0.04]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obj. Sales Performance</td>
<td>-0.47**</td>
<td>-0.47**</td>
<td>[-0.58, -0.35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex Congruency</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>[-0.19, 0.31]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$R^2$                          | .36         | .37   |
$F$                            | 35.09**     | 26.24**|
$\Delta R^2$                   |             | .00   |
$\Delta F$                     |             | 0.18  |

Note. $N = 188$. CI = confidence interval. Sex congruency was defined as the congruency of rater and ratee with respect to sex (e.g., rater and ratee of the same sex would constitute congruency).

*p<.05 (two-tailed).

**p<.01 (two-tailed).
Figure 13.

Predicted Performance Ratings for Women in Workgroups Comprised of Less than 20% Women Compared to Workgroups Comprised of Greater than 20% Women.